Mohana Singh Alumni of Global Institutes becomes first Woman Fighter Pilot in the Indian Air Force.
Dr. Sarvesh Swarup, formerly Deputy Director General, Ministry of Commerce and Industry conducted an interactive seminar on world's highest dam, the “Hoover Dam”. An audio visual of the dam depicting original views during the construction of the Dam was shown to students. Dr. Rajesh Goel, Director, welcomed Dr. Swarup and presented a bouquet and memento to Dr. Swarup whereas Dr. Prabhkiran Kaur, Head, Civil Engineering Deptt. presented the vote of thanks. Dr. Swarup motivated the students to enhance their skills by learning elements of other engineering backgrounds and management also. While delivering his lecture on Hoover Dam, Dr. Swarup told the students that conceptualizing is very important before implementation and execution of the projects because “Hoover dam” took 50 years in conceptualizing before its implementation and execution and the results are very good even today and its concrete samples are getting more and more compressive strength day by day. Hoover Dam is built on very difficult terrain having very high gradient. He insisted that data collection and analysis are very important to carry out any project. Dr. Swarup advised the Civil Engineering and Management students that the main areas in any project management are supply, errection and commissioning. Hoover Dam was initially set to be made in 7 years but with good management skills, they reduced the time period to 5 years only. He insisted that management tools are to be improvised that are not written anywhere in the books.

Dr. Swarup said that students should do some management course in order to enhance their managerial skills for becoming further successful in their life. He stressed that in India conceptualization is less and so implementation becomes poor. Dr. Swarup emphasized on how to get a contract. In order to get a good contract, three tools are very important such as specifications, commercial aspects and legal rights. Dr. Swarup further explained that three factors such as socio economic, socio political and legal factors are to be taken care of and civil engineers should not over exceed their factors of safety while designing construction projects. Dr. Swarup enlightened the minds of all the students of Engineering & Management who were present there.
Faculty of Civil Engineering Department with Dr. Sarvesh Swarup, Director General, Ministry of Commerce
Seminar on Career Options after MBA and B.Com

Mr. Firoz Talwar, Academic Head of Career Launcher India Ltd., Amritsar, conducted a seminar with the students of MBA and B.Com. on 2nd March 2016. In his very informative address, he explained the various career options available to the students like Government jobs, GRE/ GMAT, CAT and so many other fields and how to get into such jobs. The students actively participated in the discussion and raised many queries. The session was very interactive and proved very beneficial to the students.
Pass out Students from Punjabi University, Patiala, who are now doing theatre under the banner, Red Arts, presented a Nukad Natak “AKHAR KADON TAK” in the Campus. It was based on drug menace in the youth of Punjab. It was a comedy play with a lot of entertainment. It hit upon the high ups in the society who are involved in the drug trade and are attracting the educated youth towards it. The artists who took part in this Nukad Natak included Deepak, Manpreet, Dharmender and Inderjeet Moga. The script was liked by all the students. A Bollywood movie is also being made on the same topic with a star cast of Rana Ranbir, Anita Meet etc.
Forty students of MBA 2nd semester were taken on an Industrial visit to Vardhman Yarns and Thread Limited, Hoshiarpur, Punjab on 05.03.2016. They were accompanied by two faculty members. Students were greeted by Alka Jaswal, an officer from Human Resource Department of the company. She gave brief presentation on the history of the company and explained that Vardhman Yarns & Threads Limited (VYTL) is the joint venture between Vardhman Textile Ltd, India and American & Efird LLC, US. Vardhman Group is a leading textile conglomerate in India. Spanning over 25 manufacturing facilities in five states across India, the Group business portfolio includes Yarn, Greige and Processed Fabric, Sewing Thread.

Students were then taken inside the plant where they saw whole manufacturing process of yarns and threads. Some students were engaged in deep discussion with officials about working of machines. The refreshment was provided by the company to rejuvenate students after inside tour of the plant. The visit turned out to be very knowledgeable.
Students of MBA 4th semester along with two faculty members went on an excursion trip to Dalhousie for three days from 4th March to 6th March, 2016. The hill station of Dalhousie is full of old world charm and holds lingering echoes of the British Raj era. It covers an area of 14 sq. km. and is built on five hills - Kathlog, Patreyn, Tehra, Bakrota and Balun. It is named after the British Governor General of the 19th century, Lord Dalhousie. It has charming colonial architecture, including some beautiful churches. Its location presents panoramic views of the plains and like a long silver line, the river Ravi twists and turns below Dalhousie. The spectacular snow-covered Dhauladhar mountains are also visible from this enchanting town. On the first day, the students explored Dalhousie town.

Second day was filled with adventure and excitement as the group visited "Dayan Kund" and "Khajjiar". It was ebullient moment for some who saw snow for the first time. Green valley of Khajjiar was calm enough to provide relief from tiredness students had while trekking to a Temple at Dayan Kund.

On third and final day i.e. 06-03-16, tutees had enough time to capture memories of youth in camera at Subhash Chowk and Gandhi Chowk. It was really a memorable trip, memories of which will be engraved in the hearts of students for the years to come.
An Excursion was organized to F2 Raceway Ludhiana on 5th March for Airlines, Tourism and Hospitality Management Students of 2nd and 4th semester.

F2 Raceway, Adventure & Sports Park is first of its kind in Northern India with number of activities that fill students with fun.

There are fun activities for all age groups such as Mechanical Bull, Rock Climbing, Boating, Kids Paint Ball, Zorb Ball, ATV Bikes, Jeep, Go kart, Paint Ball for adults, Trampoline slides, water park etc.

At F2 raceway, students performed various adventurous activities like Go-Karting, Jeep Racing, Zorb Ball, Paint Ball, Carnival games, Sumo wrestling and various swings. In addition to this, the park's natural environs make it a perfect destination.

Mr. Negi has done his Master Degree in Steel Technology from IIT, Bombay. He has qualified GATE exams three times with 99 percentile. Mr. Negi gave detailed Information on industrial applications of mode of heat transfer and fluid flow characteristics on different types of engineering applications i.e. Boilers, Turbine, Condenser, Generator and advanced technologies/software used in industry to evaluate the heat and mass transfer related problems.
Mr. Aman Soi honoring Mr. Devendra Singh Negi, Manager, Jindal Steel, JSPL Raigarh Plant, Chhatisgarh.

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering Department presenting a bouquet to Mr. Devendra Singh Negi, Manager, Jindal Steel, JSPL Raigarh Plant, Chhatisgarh.
HDFC Bank visited Global Institutes, Amritsar for the Campus Placement Drive for 2016 passing out students of BCA, B.Com, MBA. Nine students got selected for the job profile of Sales Officers. HDFC Bank Limited is an Indian banking and financial services company headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra. It has about 76,286 employees including 12,680 women and has a presence in Bahrain, Hong Kong and Dubai. HDFC Bank is the second largest private bank in India as measured by its assets. It is the largest bank in India by market capitalization as of February 2016. It was ranked 58th among India’s most trusted brands according to Brand Trust Report, 2015.

Mr. Gourav from HDFC Bank conducting pre placement talk with students
Selected students with HDFC Bank Officials
Mohana Singh Alumni of Global Institutes becomes first Women Fighter Pilot in Indian Air Force

It was a glorious moment of great pride in the history of Global Institutes Amritsar when the news came that its brilliant student Ms. Mohana Singh, who did her B.Tech in Electronics and Communication Engineering with 83.68% marks in 2013, received the honour of being the first woman fighter pilot in Indian Air Force, a rare distinction achieved by only three women of substance, courage and conviction for the first time in India. She has brought laurels not only to her alma mater and family but also to all women of the country with this feat. She has proved that for a woman of determination, only sky is the limit. She can, like men, conquer all barriers and obstacles to attain her chosen goal. This is what Ms. Mohana Singh has shown to be possible. She has shown to all Indian women that they can achieve what they want and make their life more meaningful and fulfilling, professionally also.

She received a special congratulatory message from the Hon'ble Prime Minister Sh. Narendra Modi Ji for this proud achievement. Ms. Mohana had been a focussed and hardworking student during her studies at Global Institutes. In the interview to the media, she rightly attributed her success to the focused hard work, whole-hearted support and consistent motivation by her parents and encouragement and support of her teachers at the Global Institutes.

The Management, the faculty and the staff were thrilled to hear this wonderful news. They sent congratulations to the distinguished fighter pilot and her parents on her grand professional success.

The Vice Chairman, Dr. Akashdeep Singh and Director, Dr. Rajesh Goel felicitated her telephonically and observed that her trailblazing success will inspire many young women to aim high, work hard and achieve glory. He wished her many more milestones in future also.
Ms. Mohana Singh along with two other women fighter pilots
British Telecom visited Global Institutes for conducting Campus Placement Drive for 2016 passing out students of BCA, B.Com & MBA. The company selected 6 students for the Job Profile of Associate (Customer Management & Contact Centre) at a salary package of Rs. 2.16 Lacs Per Annum. BT Group is a leading company which owns British Telecommunications which is a British Multinational Telecommunications services company with head office in London, United Kingdom. It has operations in around 170 countries.

Mr. Rozer Philip from British Telecom conducting pre placement talk with students
The world famous Punjabi Pop Singer Amrinder Gill enthralled his fans with his choicest songs at Global Institutes Amritsar which celebrated its 4th Tech Fest, Udaan – 2016 on 18-19 March, 2016. This Mega Event is a regular feature of the Institute and covers a wide spectrum of co-curricular, extra-curricular and cultural activities. The aim of this Festival Bonanza is to let students take charge and learn the art of organizing/managing various events. In all, more than 4000 students from 52 colleges took part. The Technical Section included Auto – Cad Design, Editing Using Adobe Photoshop, Live Project Exhibition, Robo War, Code War and Technical Quiz. These events are meant to test the technical wizardry of the participants and reward the genius. The Literary Casket included Group Discussion, Paper Presentation, Essay Writing, Extempore, Poster Making, Business Idea and Break the Queries. The Non – Technical Events tested their skill in Bridge Building, Sight on Site, Soap Cutting, Tatoo Making, Nail Art, Face Painting, Sudoku, Rangoli Making, Lan Gaming, Mehandi, Paper Dance, Fun Cricket, Sketch Art, Recycling, Collage Making, Clay Modeling, Cartooning, Theme Photography etc. The Sumptuous Cultural Bonanza had tough competition in Singing, Solo Dance, Group Dance, Street Play, Folk Dance, Skit, Mime, Choreography, Rock the Band and Fashion Show. The culmination point of these Superlative Festivities reached with the amazing, fantastic and enthralling performance by internationally acclaimed, Amritsar Punjabi Singer and matchless actor Amrinder Gill who mesmerized the jam-packed audience with his popular songs. The young students danced to his bhangra tunes throughout the two hour long performance. The Award Ceremony included Cash Prizes to the University Toppers, Merit Position holders and class toppers. The students who had won academic laurels were given handsome cash prizes. Ms. Sandeep Kaur (MCA- 3rd Sem) and Tapas Tondon (HMCT - 1st Sem) stood first in PTU. Sandeep Kaur received a cash prize of Rs. 50000 for her glorious achievement. Ms. Harsimranjit Kaur (IT), Amrojpreet Singh (ME), Rajwinder Kaur (MCA), Salwinder Kaur (MCA) received cash prizes of Rs. 30000/- each. In all, cash prizes worth Rs. 4 Lakh were awarded to the students from various classes. Global Institutes won the Overall Trophy and runnerup Trophy went to CGC Landran. Earlier, the Tech – Fest was inaugurated by Vice Chairman Dr. Akashdeep
Singh who advised the students to work hard, life is a rainbow of many colours and a successful man has to be multi-dimensional. This Tech-Fest was meant to make students all-rounders. Congratulating the Prize Winners, Chairman Dr. B.S. Chandi observed that success in life begins by taking the focused first step. We start by doing what is necessary. The next step is to go for what is possible. Then we will be doing what seems to be impossible. This is the life story of every inventor, every genius and every great leader. He wished them many more successes in a meaningful and fruitful life as a citizen of the world.
Famous Singer and Actor Amrinder Gill giving performance at Star Night in Udaan Festival

Students performing MIME at Udaan Festival
A Student presenting a solo song

A Still from Fashion Show in Udaan Festival
Students performing skit

Punjabi Group Dance by the students at Udaan Festival
Students performing Western Dance
Girls performing Gidha at Udaan Festival

A Still from Fashion Show at Udaan Festival
A Section of Audience at Udaan Festival

Amrinder Gill performing at Udaan Festival
Students performing at their own band
Students receiving the Trophy from Chairman Dr. B.S. Chandi and Vice-Chairman Dr. Akashdeep Singh

Students performing Choreography at Udaan Festival
Three days Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp was organised in the Campus in association with North India Technical Consultancy Organization (NITCON) on behalf of Ministry of Science and Technology (Govt. of India) for the students of B.Tech (All Streams). NITCON is young, experienced, futuristic, small but has a large professional back-up. NITCON was set up in the year 1984 as a Joint venture of All India Financial Institutions (IFCI, SIDBI and ICICI), State level Corporations (PSIDC, PFC, PSIEC, CITCO) and Public Sector Commercial Banks. The basic objective of the camp was to motivate and guide students to opt Entrepreneurship as one of the career options and inculcate entrepreneurial education and soft skills in them so that they can set up their own ventures. About 75 students from various streams of B.Tech participated in this Entrepreneurship Camp. In this Entrepreneurship Awareness camp various renowned speakers including Mr. R S Chatha, Lead District Manager-Punjab National Bank, Mr. Balbir Singh, Vice President-NITCON, Dr. Ashwani Kansara and Mr. Sunil Kumar, District Manager-NITCON spoke at length and interacted with the students.
Mr. Balbir Singh, Vice President-NITCON
addressing the students

Mr. R S Chatha, Lead District Manager-Punjab National Bank addressing the Students
With a vision to educate students regarding the career prospects and opportunities in Indian Army, an interactive session of Gentleman Cadet Nirvan Singh, Indian Military Academy (IMA), Dehradun, an alumnus of B.Tech.(CSE) from Global Institutes was organized in the Campus. About 300 students from 2nd and 3rd year of B.Tech attended the interactive session.
Department of Mechanical Engineering of Global Institutes, Amritsar organized a Guest Lecture on “Good Resume and Interview skills” on 25th March, 2016. Dr. Rajesh Goel (Director) welcomed Er. Tarun Bhambra, Associate Vice President, Practo International Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru. Mr. Tarun has done his Master of Business Administration (MBA) from ISB, Hyderabad and B.Tech, M.Tech in Civil Engineering from IIT, Kharagpur. Mr. Tarun gave detailed Information on good resume, personality and interview skills, latest trends in service sector and how the students can grab the opportunities in upsurge service sector. Students of 2nd and 3rd year Mechanical Engineering Department participated in the Guest Lecture along with all faculty & staff members. At the end of the session, students participated in interaction session and got clarification on latest job in service sectors. Prof. DS Bhambra extended a vote of thanks. Director Dr. Rajesh Goel, presented a college memento as a token of remembrance to the visiting guest.

**Director of Global Institutes**
**Dr. Rajesh Goel presenting a bouquet to Mr. Tarun Bhambra, Associate Vice President, Practo International Pvt. Ltd, Bengaluru.**

**A Section of Audience**